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Apple ‘Courtland’ $119.99 / Semi-dwarf maturing to 15’x14’.  Red flushed green fruit McIntosh-type of medium size 

are good for juicing, fresh eating and cooking.  Partially self-fruitful, midseason blooming.  

Apple ‘Fuji’ $99.99 / Semi-dwarf maturing to 12’x12’.  Rose flecked skin over a yellow-green background. 

White flesh is crispy and juicy, best for storing, fresh eating, baking, and applesauce.Needs a 

pollinator. It is a mid to late season bloomer. 

Apple ‘Honeycrisp’ $99.99 / Semi-dwarf maturing to 15’x14’.  Red over yellow 3” fruits are exceptionally crisp and 

juicy.  Excellent for both fresh eating and cooking, one of the best keepers.  Needs a pollinator.  It 

is a mid-season bloomer so it is pollinated by most varieties. Good scab resistance. 

Apple ‘Jonathan’ $119.99 / Semi-dwarf maturing to 15’x14’.  Dark red fruits have a good balance of sweet and tart 

flavor so good for fresh eating as well as pies. Partially selffruitful, mid-season bloomer. 

Apple ‘Liberty’       $119.99 / Semi-Dwarf maturing to 15’x14’. Red over green, multi-purpose McIntosh type apples 

that are small to medium sized with good flavor, somewhat tart.  The tree itself is very disease 

resistant, good for organic gardening. Needs a pollinator, early to mid-season blooming. 

Apple ‘Macoun’      $119.99 / Semi-dwarf maturing to 15’x14’.  A Mcinthost-type medium-large apple with red over 

green skin and firm white flesh.  Needs a pollinator, mid to late season blooming. Best for fresh 

eating. 

Apple ‘Zestar’        New   $119.99 / Semi-dwarf maturing to 15’x14’.  An extra cold hardy bred apple with firm, sweet-tart flesh 

and mostly red skin.  A good storer, may last for many weeks in the refrigerator, also firm enough 

for baking. Needs a pollinator, early to mid season blooming.  

Asian Pear ‘Shinseiki’  $119.99 Matures to 15’x10’. Smooth yellow fruit with little russet and firm juicy flesh with a hint of 

spice. Ripens over several weeks starting in August. Moderate fireblight resistance. Self-

pollinating. 

Crabpple ‘Centennial’  New   $119.99 / Semi-dwarf maturing to 15’x14’. Large, sweet orange/yellow crab apples ripen early 

season. Good for fresh eating, best for cooking. Needs a pollinator, It is a mid-season bloomer so it 

is pollinated by most varieties, a good pollinator for any other apple. 

Paw Paw                           $8.99 / Asimina triloba / Matures to 25 feet tall by 15’ wide, possibly larger. Easy to grow native fruit 

tree with large tropical looking leaves and interesting maroon flowers. Large sweet fruit ripens in 

fall and is very flavorful as well as nutritious. 2-3+ trees are needed to ensure pollination. 

Pear ‘Bartlett’ $119.99 / Semi-Dwarf maturing to 15 tall by 10’ wide.  Popular pear with excellent flavor.  Fruits at 

a young age.  Greenish-yellow fruit with creamy-white flesh that is juicy and aromatic.  Good fresh 

eating or canning.  Needs another variety for pollination, such as ‘D’Anjou’, although there are 

reports of it being self-fruitful.  Easy to grow without spraying; just look out for fire blight. 

Pear ‘Kieffer’ $119.99 / Semi-Dwarf maturing to 15 tall by 10’ wide. Solid yellow fruit with firm white flesh. 

    Ripens late season, usually October. Good for cooking, baking and preserves 

 Self-pollinating, more fruit are produced with another Pear variety 

Persimmon $8.99 / $23.99 / Diospyros virginiana / Matures to 55’ tall by 30 feet wide.  Large native tree with 

pale orange fruit that ripen in late October are the sweetest after the first hard frost.  2-3 trees are 

.needed to ensure pollination.  Trees may take 10-15 years to start bearing fruit. 

Persimmon ‘Golden Delight’ $148.99 / Diospyros virginiana / Matures to 55’ tall by 30 feet wide.  Improved Persimmon with 

large golden-orange fruits that mature up to a month earlier than the species. Another tree is 

needed to ensure pollination.  Trees may take 10-15 years to start bearing fruit   

Persimmon ‘Magic Fountain’ $199.99 / Diospyros virginiana / Matures to 12’ tall by 6 feet wide. A vigorous and healthy plant 

with a tight weeping habit.   Sweet orange fruit is about the size of the species, but very prolific.1 

other persimmon is needed for pollination, will pollinate with wild specimens 
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Plum, American Red  $59.99 / Prunus americana / Matures to 35’x70’.  A suckering plant that can be used for erosion 

control. White spring flowers followed by sweet edible fruit. Good for pies, jellies, and pereserves. 

Indiana native. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


